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CROWN DIAMON

Describe corner monument found C.L. #968 set chitter post.

Marked:

36" fir, S. 5° E., 22 Lks.

36" fir, S. 8° W., 95 Lks.

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found.

Found 1/2 gal. pipe 40° above ground.

Found 52" fir, S. 5° E., 145 ft. with healed witness face.

Found 40" fir, S. 6° W., 23 ft. with healed witness face.

Describe corner location relative to near-by features, also how to reach corner.

Leonard Whitmore Forest Surveyor Tillamook 3-6-70

REWITNESS

1 SET

"Hat Section" N.W.

"Hat Section" S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: Backside at front is blank.
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DATE:

PHOTO:

County corner tag affixed.